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ABSTRACT

Decision trees based on features derived from text analysis have
previously been used to predict the input parameters of models
of F0 contour for text-to-speech synthesis.  Yet it is not known
which features contribute most to the success of the prediction.
This paper quantifies the dependence of the predicted F0
contour on each of several input features derived from the text.

Parameters for the Tilt intonation model of F0 contour were
predicted by decision trees trained on 6 simple features or 17
features derived from a rule-based front end. To evaluate the
contribution of each input feature, F0 prediction error measures
were first compared within a group of predictors where each
predictor considered only a single input feature, and then within
a second group of predictors where each predictor ignored one
of the input features.

F0 prediction error was measured on a new speaker by RMS
deviation, mean absolute deviation and correlation.  Similar
trends were observed for each error measure.

The features observed to most strongly affect F0 prediction
were "position in the word of the following syllable", "percent
of the way through a breath group", "presence of prosodic
boundary at the end of the syllable" and “stress of the current
syllable”.  These features are defined over different time scales
and demonstrate how a local model of F0 contour can capture
global properties.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to predict a natural sounding F0 contour, statistical
methods have been invoked, such as neural networks [7], sums-
of-products [10] or decision trees [3,4]. Although good results
have been reported for each of these methods, the success of the
prediction is contingent on the quality of the input features
made available to the statistical method. Sonntag, Portele and
Heuft [7] investigated the sensitivity of the prediction of
duration and F0 to the fifteen input features available to their
neural-network model.  The current work extends this to an
investigation of the sensitivity of a decision-tree based predictor
of F0 contour from seventeen different input features, including
complex features derived by rule-based text analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Following the general methods of [3,4], decision trees were
trained to predict the existence and type of intonation event for
each syllable, and to predict the values of parameters used in the
Tilt model of F0 contour [8] for those syllables selected as
having an intonation event. These decision trees were converted

to executable code and used to synthesize F0 contours for novel
sentences.  The predicted F0 contours were compared to actual
speech produced by another talker.  The sensitivity of the
predictions to each feature was determined by varying the
number of features made available to the predictor.

2.1. Speech Label Preparation

Decision trees were trained on speaker F2B of the BU Radio
Speech Corpus [5]. This database contains speech data labeled
as to segment, syllable and word boundary locations.  Prosodic
phrase break labels are given for each word endpoint. Accent
and boundary tone labels are marked in ToBI notation [6]. For
these experiments, training data were taken from the first 29
news stories of speaker F2B. Candidate event locations for
accent and boundary tone events were determined by a mapping
from the ToBI accent and boundary tone labels [2]. The
mapping gave approximately 4300 accent and 2400 boundary
tone events.  F0 contours were analyzed in the neighborhood of
the candidate event locations to yield Tilt events and their
associated Tilt parameters.

2.2. Input Features

 Two sets of input features were evaluated. A set of six simple
features and a set of seventeen features derived from a rule-
based text processing.  The six features were as shown in Table
1. They are the stress and location within the word of the
previous, current and next syllable.  Stress has three values
(primary, secondary or none).  Location in word has five values
(initial, medial, final, single or “external” for the occurrence of
punctuation treated as a syllable).

 
 Feature  Values

 Stress of previous syllable
 Stress of this syllable
 Stress of next syllable

 PRIMARY
SECONDARY

  NONE

 Location in word of previous syllable
 Location in word of this syllable
 Location in word of next syllable

 INITIAL   MEDIAL
FINAL   SINGLE

EXTERNAL

Table 1: Six simple input features

The seventeen features were as shown in Table 2.  The first six
are as above. Word accent is 0 through 15, as determined by
rules, which are an extension of the rules of [1], and are based
largely on part of speech and heuristic data such as the number
of syllables in the word.

Part of speech has thirty-one possible values. These are
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determined by an augmented transition network.

Word-initial break has twelve possible values, ranging from
“none” to “paragraph”. The break values depend on detection of
boundaries at various levels, including syllable, morph, word,
phrase, pause, clause, breath, sentence and paragraph.

Prosodic boundary has the ten possible values. Like word-initial
breaks, prosodic boundaries depend on detection of boundaries
or events at various levels, including small-tone, tone,
punctuation, clause, quote and final.

Phrase location is the position of the phrase in a breath group.
Phrase Location has four possible values: “initial”, “medial”,
“final” and “single”.

Phrase type has seven possible values including noun group,
verb group, prepositional phrase, verbal group and adjective
group. A finite state automaton, followed by heuristic rules
determines phrase type.

Location in breath group is expressed in percent, and bears
much information about F0 declination.

Four binary features were defined on breath group. These
indicate: position of the syllable at the beginning of a breath
group, if the breath group ends on a true boundary (vs. forced
by duration constraints), if the breath group is in a statement,
and if the breath group is in a question.

 Feature  Number of Values

 Stress of previous syllable  3
 Stress of this syllable  3
 Stress of next syllable  3

 Location in word of previous syllable  5
 Location in word of this syllable  5
 Location in word of next syllable  5

 Accent  16
 Part of speech  31

 Word-initial break  12
 Prosodic boundary  10

 Phrase location  4
 Phrase type  7

 Location in breath group (percent)  100
 Initial breath group  2

 Good continuation breath group  2
 Statement breath group  2
 Question breath group  2

Table 2: Seventeen input features from rules

2.3. Decision Trees

Six decision trees were grown for each parameter set, using the
“wagon” tool for Classification and Regression Tree analysis
from the Edinburgh Speech Tools library [9]. The six trees
include one to predict the existence and kind of an intonation
event and five to predict the values of the parameters of the Tilt
intonation model: start_time, start_f0, amplitude, duration and

tilt.  These trees were converted to executable code and applied
to the input features derived from text as described in Section
2.2.

4. EVALULATION

The predicted F0 contour was compared to F0 produced by a
model female speaker of American English, not from the BU
Radio Speech Corpus.  The mean F0 was removed from
predicted and reference speech prior to comparison.  Three
measures of F0 error are reported: Absolute error, Root-Mean-
Squared error and Correlation. The overall results for the sets of
six and seventeen features are shown in Table 3 below.

 
 F0 Error Measure

 Feature Set
 Absolute  RMS  Correlation

 6  31.92  40.15  0.31
 17  28.50  37.40  0.55

Table 3: F0 error measures for the six and seventeen feature
sets.

In order to evaluate the relative importance of the different
features in determining F0 contour, F0 prediction errors were
measured for prediction based on reduced sets of features.

4.1. Using One Input Feature

The most straightforward evidence of the contribution of each
feature to F0 contour prediction comes from training a different
predictor for each single feature.  This method yields direct
evidence of the information borne by each feature, but ignores
the redundancies and interactions between features. The result

F0 Error Measure
Feature Used

Abs. RMS Corr.
PreviousSylWordLoc 24.22 32.34 0.49

BrGrpPercent 24.25 33.09 0.45
BrGrpGoodCont. 26.20 34.20 0.37
BrGrpQuestion 26.20 34.20 0.37
BrGrpStatement 26.20 34.20 0.37

WordInitialBreak 26.20 34.20 0.37
NextSylStress 26.20 34.20 0.37

PhraseLoc 26.20 34.20 0.37
PhraseType 26.20 34.20 0.37

PreviousSylStress 26.20 34.21 0.37
BrGrpSentenceInitial 26.27 34.54 0.37

ThisSylWordLoc 27.76 35.32 0.43
PartOfSpeech 28.51 36.53 0.32

Accent 30.46 38.76 0.11
ThisSylStress 30.69 39.17 0.24

NextSylWordLoc 32.30 40.93 0.21
ProsodicBound 33.94 44.35 0.00

Table 4: Three error measures for F0 prediction with a single
input feature. The table is sorted by increasing absolute F0
error.



of using an important feature is low Absolute or RMS error and
high correlation. Table 4 shows the F0 error measures for
predictions based on using single features. The table is sorted by
increasing absolute F0 error.  The discrimination of this analysis
is limited, as many features tended to produce nearly the same
F0 error values

4.2.    Ignoring One Input Feature

The direct contribution of an input feature on F0 prediction is
masked by interaction with the other input features.  In order to
evaluate the effect of a feature in a set of features, predictors
were trained while ignoring one of the seventeen input features.
Each feature was ignored in turn. The result of ignoring an

F0 Error Measure
Feature Ignored

Abs. RMS Corr.
NextSylWordLoc 40.66 52.65 0.10

BrGrpPercent 38.28 50.01 0.26
ProsodicBound 37.92 48.68 0.35
ThisSylStress 35.34 47.69 0.23

WordInitialBreak 33.67 43.55 0.37
PhraseLoc 33.63 43.08 0.44

Accent 33.26 42.17 0.36
PhraseType 31.61 39.69 0.46

PartOfSpeech 31.11 40.04 0.44
NextSylStress 30.97 41.49 0.46

BrGrpGoodCont. 30.88 39.38 0.54
PreviousSylWordLoc 30.68 40.11 0.39
BrGrpSentenceInitial 30.07 39.79 0.46

PreviousSylStress 30.06 39.22 0.52
BrGrpQuestion 28.50 37.40 0.55
BrGrpStatement 28.01 36.54 0.56
ThisSylWordLoc 27.88 36.78 0.59

(none) 28.50 37.40 0.55

Table 5: Three error measures for F0 prediction with one
ignored input feature out of seventeen. The table is sorted by
decreasing absolute F0 error.

important feature is high Absolute or RMS error and low
correlation.  Table 5 shows the F0 error measures for
predictions based on ignoring single features. The table is sorted
by decreasing absolute F0 error. The four best features are seen
to be NextSylWordLoc (“position in the word of the following
syllable”), BrGrpPercent (“percent of the way through a breath
group”), ProsodicBound (“presence of a prosodic boundary at
the end of the syllable”) and ThisSylStress (“stress of the
current syllable”). These features may be visually identified as
the four major peaks (dips for correlation) in the graphical
representation of this data in Figure 1.

 5. DISCUSSION

The features which contribute the most novel information to the
feature-set result in the most increase of error when they are
removed. By this argument, the most important features in the
current feature-set are: “position in the word of the following
syllable”, “percent of the way through a breath group”,
“presence of a prosodic boundary at the end of the syllable” and
“stress of the current syllable”  (Table 5 and Figure 1). These
features are defined at time scales ranging from syllable length
to breath group, and demonstrate how a local model of F0
contour can capture global properties.

Although the results using one feature differ from the results
ignoring one feature, “percent of the way through a breath
group” appears prominent in both analyses.  F0 contours based
on this feature show clear F0 declination, thus matching the
gross F0 contour shape.

5.1. Decision Tree Structure

Examining the top-level questions in the decision trees based on
all seventeen features may also give a rough idea of the most
prominent input features.  The top three levels of questions in
the event and parameter prediction decision trees are shown
Figure 2.  The four features, which were found to most strongly
affect F0 prediction when they were removed from the feature-
set (Section 4.2), appear prominently in these questions.  They
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Figure 1: Three error measures for F0 prediction with one ignored input feature out of seventeen.



are distinguished by underlining in the figure.

event tree
ThisSylStress is 0
    ThisSylWordLoc is WORD_FINAL_LOC
        ProsodicBound is NO_PROSODIC_BND
        ThisSylWordLoc is WORD_MEDIAL_LOC
    NextSylWordLoc is WORD_EXTERNAL_LOC
        ThisSylStress is 1
        ThisSylStress is 1

start_f0 tree
BreathGroupPercent < 22.4
    Accent < 9.8
        PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_FINAL_LOC
        NextSylStress is 0
    NextSylWordLoc is WORD_EXTERNAL_LOC
        ProsodicBound is TONE_PROSODIC_BND
        ThisSylStress is 1

start_time tree
NextSylStress is 0
    ProsodicBound is FINAL_PROSODIC_BND
        PrevSylStress is 2
        PartOfSpeech is ADJECTIVE_POS
    ThisSylStress is 0
        NextSylWordLoc is WORD_SINGLE_LOC
        PartOfSpeech is DETQ_POS

amplitude tree
EventKind is a
    BreathGroupPercent < 12.7
        PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_SINGLE_LOC
        PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_MEDIAL_LOC
    PartOfSpeech is VERB_POS
        Accent < 6.4
        PartOfSpeech is NOUN_POS

duration tree
EventKind is a
    PhraseType is NOUN_GROUP_PHRASE
        PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_MEDIAL_LOC
        PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_FINAL_LOC
    NextSylWordLoc is WORD_MEDIAL_LOC
        NextSylStress is 0
        ProsodicBound is NO_PROSODIC_BND

tilt tree
EventKind is a
    PrevSylWordLoc is WORD_MEDIAL_LOC
        ProsodicBound is NO_PROSODIC_BND
        ProsodicBound is FINAL_PROSODIC_BND
    ThisSylStress is 0
        ThisSylWordLoc is WORD_FINAL_LOC
         ProsodicBound is FINAL_PROSODIC_BND

 

6. CONCLUSION

Parameters for the Tilt intonation model of F0 contour were
predicted by decision trees trained on multiple features derived
from text.  F0 prediction error was measured on a new speaker
by RMS deviation, mean absolute deviation and correlation.
The features observed to most strongly affect F0 prediction
were “position in the word of the following syllable”, “percent
of the way through a breath group”, “presence of a prosodic
boundary at the end of the syllable” and “stress of the current
syllable”.  These features are defined at different time scales and
demonstrated how a local model of F0 contour can capture
global properties.
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Figure 2: Questions asked in the top three levels of the
decision trees for seventeen features.  The four features
found to most strongly influence F0 prediction in section
4.2 are underlined.


